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In The Making of Tornado Chasers, filmmaker Ken Cole gives you a rare, behind-the-scenes

look at the treacherous production of the documentary series Tornado Chasers, which follows

Reed Timmer's chase team during the historic 2013 tornado season. Including behind-the-

scenes anecdotes and first-hand accounts of the tragic events in Moore and El Reno,

Oklahoma, Cole tells his personal story through a series of logs covering pre-production

through the series premiere.Ken Cole (author) is an award-winning filmmaker and seasoned

storm chaser. Throughout his career Ken has documented over fifty tornadoes, often from

close range. His projects have featured renowned weather personalities including Reed

Timmer, Jim Cantore, and Ginger Zee. Ken studied meteorology at the University of Oklahoma,

and later pursued documentary filmmaking as part of his graduate work. In 2006 he directed

the PBS documentary Tornado Glory, his first work featuring Reed Timmer and Joel Taylor.

Ken then contributed to the Discovery Channel's Storm Chasers series, and went on to direct

the award-winning short film “Heaven’s Rage." Most recently, Ken served as executive

producer for Tornado Chasers - a groundbreaking documentary series and two-time Webby

Award Honoree.Reed Timmer (foreword) is well-known as the most successful and extreme

storm chaser in the world, having intercepted over 500 tornadoes and a dozen powerful

hurricanes during the last decade. Reed starred on Discovery Channel's Storm Chasers, and

is now featured in the documentary series Tornado Chasers. Reed has constructed three

armored vehicles, called "The Dominator" fleet, to withstand the powerful forces of a tornado.

He also the author of Into The Storm, covering his early career in storm chasing.

..a beautiful book about the realization of the largest dam removal project in North America and

the actual restoration of a river’s ecosystem.This story brings hope in a sea of pessimism that

something that was long lost can actually be restored. (Outdoors West) --This text refers to the

paperback edition.About the AuthorLYNDA V. MAPES is a journalist, author, and close

observer of the natural world. The Seattle Times has made a point of focusing on

environmental issues for its readership; Lynda has been a key part in this effort, covering

natural history, environmental topics and issues related to Pacific Northwest indigenous

cultures. Her writing connects ordinary people and nature. In 1997, while working at the

Spokesman Review in Spokane, Washington, she was awarded the Gerald Loeb award for a

series on salmon recovery efforts in the Columbia Basin. It was the first time anyone looked at

what the region had spent on recovery in the basin and what had resulted from those efforts. In

addition to her newspaper career, she is the author of two books, Washington: The Spirit of the

Land and Breaking Ground. Her first extended encounter with the Elwha ecosystem, dams,

Port Angeles community and Lower Elwha Klallam tribe, this latter book laid an important

groundwork of sources for reporting the forthcoming newspaper series and this proposed book

on the Elwha. She lives in Seattle with her husband Douglas MacDonald.STEVE RINGMAN is

a staff photographer at The Seattle Times where he has cultivated a focus on environmental

issues, including climate change, fisheries, and forestry. --This text refers to the paperback

edition.
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ViewingAcknowledgementsI want to express my gratitude to everyone who contributed to

Tornado Chasers, thereby making these production logs possible. Reed Timmer has always

been a compelling, larger-than-life weather personality – and a good friend. This project exists

because of his generosity in allowing our cameras to shoot every part of his life. Seth Deckard,

TVN's expert programmer and developer, suggested the idea for this collection of memories

and I'm very grateful for his support. I want to thank my talented and hard-working production

team, including Chris Whiteneck, Terry Rosema, Jason Bagby, Sean Stack, Jacob Bartels,

Landon Buettner, Heidi Farrar, Jay Galvin, Rachel White Galvin, and Hunter Albert. Of course,

many thanks to chasers Sean Schofer, Joel Taylor, Mike Scantlin, Connor McCrorey, Dick

McGowan, Kevin Barton, Dave Demko and the Basehunters. Thank you to Jim Cantore, Ginger

Zee, Mike Bettes, ABC, and The Weather Channel. Thank you to Wes Milbourn, Mike Morgan,

Emily Sutton, Steve Johnson, Steve Pusateri, and all of KFOR-TV. Thank you to my sister, Jes,

who helped us in front of and behind the camera. A huge thank you to our top backers (and

now full-fledged chasers) Bill Beach and Ray Bohac, as well as all of our incredible Kickstarter

backers. Finally, a special thank you to my wife, Amber, who endured the non-stop insanity of

this difficult production, and always sustained my morale with her love and

support.DedicationFor all who lost their lives during the tornadoes of 2013.ForewordFor as

long as I can remember, I've always wanted to be a storm chaser. Growing up in Michigan, I

was obsessed with severe storms and blizzards and realized that when I got my driver's

license at the age of 16, I didn't have to wait for the storms to come to me anymore. When my

classmates were going to parties in high school, I would sneak out of the house at night to

chase lake effect snow squalls in the Lower Michigan snow belts, always knowing that my

heart was in Tornado Alley. In 1998 I moved to Norman, Oklahoma, to study meteorology at the

University of Oklahoma, driven not only by a deep-rooted passion to chase tornadoes, but also

to understand the science behind them. Back then my chase vehicle was a 1985 Plymouth

Reliant with blown-out mufflers, so it sounded like a Harley when driving down the road. One of

my first tornadoes was an F5 tornado that devastated Moore, Oklahoma, on May 3, 1999, as

one of the strongest in recorded history. We inadvertently got caught in the path of that

monster and decided to abandon the vehicle and seek shelter underneath an overpass – this

was before the research was publicized that overpasses are more dangerous than a ditch

inside a tornado! I remember massive trees being flattened just a few hundred yards away, and

saw radio towers and other large debris flying around inside the mile-wide wedge. Thankfully it



wobbled at the last second with the outer circulation slamming us underneath the overpass,

covering us in mud and bits of insulation from the homes it destroyed. Rather than being afraid

of the tornado, I remember being in complete awe at its incredible power and raw natural

beauty.Forty-eight lives were lost on May 3, 1999, from Bridgecreek through Moore, Oklahoma,

and after intercepting the F5 underneath the overpass, we witnessed this damage firsthand.

This was my first experience with the dark side of storm chasing that is the loss of life and

property they leave behind. After seeing this damage, I was more motivated than ever before to

chase as many tornadoes as physically possible. Ever since, storm chasing had much more

meaning and I have been driven to save lives in the path of these storms by providing first-

hand reports and through our research.Five hundred tornadoes and dozens of hurricanes later,

we launched our first Dominator in 2009, an armored tank-like vehicle designed to intercept

tornadoes directly and measure data like wind speed and atmospheric pressure inside the

vortex. By 2013 we had three Dominators in the field, each making the Batmobile look like a

Prius and outfitted with state-of-the-air instrumentation to better understand tornadoes.My

2010 book Into the Storm, which interestingly has the same name as the recent blockbuster

storm chasing movie, tells the story between the 1985 Plymouth Reliant and the era of the

Dominators, but our series covers the really exciting part.The 2013 season of Tornado Chasers

documents one of the most historic and tragic years that I've experienced. Ken Cole, my OU

classmate and director of Tornado Glory and Heaven's Rage, ran this production with a

mission to capture the true feel of chasing. The result is the most accurate and intense chasing

series I've ever seen. These are Ken's memories of making the series, which is a fascinating

story in itself.Reed TimmerAugust 14, 2014Norman, OklahomaIntroductionTornado Chasers is

a documentary series born from (and funded by) a worldwide demand for an authentic storm

chasing experience. We've received an overwhelmingly positive response to Tornado Chasers,

and many people have requested more information about the "behind the scenes" adventures

of this production.The following is a collection of logs from the 2013 production of Tornado

Chasers – originally published on our website, . Written from my perspective as executive

producer, these logs detail the joys, struggles, and heartache of creating this unique

documentary series.Through Tornado Chasers and these production logs, we invite you to

become an honorary member of Reed Timmer's team. Enjoy, and if you haven't yet seen

Tornado Chasers, I invite you to . It's an adventure you'll never forget.Ken ColeExecutive

Producer, Tornado ChasersProduction Log #1: Chase Season KickoffChopper 4" hovers over

(from left) Dominator 2, Dominator 3, and Dominator 1.At the end of our intense, but massively

successful , Reed Timmer came up to me with rings under his eyes and a beaming smile. “We

did it!” he said as he slapped my back before uttering one of his patented crazy laughs.
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Christy, “Tornado Chasers (behind the scenes). I chose this book because the TV series

"Tornado Alley" & "Storm Chasers" fascinate me. I watch any episode or series I can regarding

weather and other natural disasters. This may seem odd, but having an M.Ed in Mental Health

makes me more observant and analytical. In a way, weather is like human behavior. It is ever

changing, unpredictable - sometimes totally frightening; sometimes interesting.This book is

kind of like the TV series, only it's more off a log or set of journal entries made over the course

of time as professionals, such as Jim Cantore, Mike Bettes, and others chase storms and

tornadoes, which they in turn report back to us. You will also read about the deaths, injuries of

three storm chasers, the close call of Mike Bettes & his team. I loved reading this... it charged

full of excitement and overturning reports, missing scenes that we may have missed on the

show/s... If you enjoy the TV series, weather patterns, etc., you will enjoy this. I highly

recommend - I want more!”

Richard and Liz, “A twister of a read :). A very real look behind the filming of the series,

Tornado Chasers. The foreword by Reed Timmer tells how he always wanted to be a storm

chaser but it not until he moved to Oklahoma in 1998 and experienced the deadly F5 tornado

in Moore that his motivation increased to chase as many tornadoes as possible.Ken Cole,

Reeds OU classmate is the main author and writes of his memories of the 2013 season of

Tornado Chaser which as Reed says was "one of the most historic and tragic years" he has

ever experienced.Relive the disappointment of busts i.e. nothing happening, tension between

team members, exhaustion, the excitement of Jim Cantore joining them for some of the time,

the feeling Ken had when he heard of a tornado hitting where his dad lived and not knowing

whether he was a live or not, the loss of storm chasers and so much more.Well-written and an

interesting read. There is way more to storm chasing than the thrill of the chase.”

MrsRuHa, “Heck of a rush!. I had to read this book, after watching so many Tornado Chasers

TV shows!The book pretty much puts into words, what everyone was feeling and doing. How

much work there is to producing this type of show. A whole lot of different emotions were

involved that would try the nerves of everyone. There WAS a LOT of excitement!!”

bass player 61, “Good, quick read.. Concise and informative look at the goings-on behind the

scenes of the series Tornado Chasers. Once the crews were introduced, we were led on the



season's first chases across Tornado Alley. After a few early-season busts, the crews soon had

more than they could handle once the big devastating tornadoes started appearing. Reading

about the elation of the initial sighting, followed by the adrenaline rush of the chase, and then

the ultimate post-euphoric moods that each of the chasers felt presented a very real

humanizing aspect of what really goes on. Interesting also was learning how the chasers would

feel after witnessing the devastation, and how sometimes they'd abandon the chase in order to

assist those who had just lost everything. Decent short read, especially for those of us who

have that strong desire to chase storms someday.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Super Informative book on Chasing Tornadoes. I really enjoyed reading

this book. I watched the whole series on The Weather channel. It was nice to read and learn

all the inside stories of the Chasers. If you liked the series please read the book. It makes what

you see on TV feel more real. I felt like I was there right along with the Chasers each time I

read the book.”

Kathryn R, “Interesting behind-the-scenes glimpse of tornado chasing (and filming).. However,

it also reads like a brochure inclusion for the kick starter that backed the production. Good

material and worth the read if you're into tornados or live where those monsters hit. Touches

on the tragic loss of chasers caught by the freak maneuver of a killer twister. The people lost

were not thrill seekers; they were experienced spotters and doing serious research to improve

our knowledge of the deadly storms.”

Joe T., “Short but interesting.. A very short overview of the production of tornado chasers

following Reed Timmer. Mostly production woes and very few tornadoes, though it does close

out during the historic El Reno event. It was quite bold of Reed to step up and become HQ for

the recovery effort following the deaths of Tim Samaras and crew. Also describes how the final

episodes were dedicated to Twistex. By far it was a moving close to this sometimes pedestrian

log.”

Lil Ruth, “Well-balanced. Storm chasers have worked to increase early warnings of tornadic

activity and have been successful. While they often got excited during the making of the

television program referenced in the book title, they also felt saddened by the loss of lives and

property. I live in tornado alley in the USA, so can identify totally with those emotions. This is a

very well-written book.”

AMartin, “Good read. Good read!”

laura, “Great. It's a great read. Esp to hear what it's like behind the scenes you see on the

finished tornado chasers.”

The book by Lynda Mapes has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 104 people have provided feedback.
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